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This is the exam project set for STK 4021/9021, autumn semester 2015. It is made avail-

able on the course website as of Tuesday 1 December 12:00, and candidates must submit

their written reports by Monday 14 December 11:59 (or earlier), to the reception office at

the Department of Mathematics, in duplicate. The supplementary four-hour written exam-

ination takes place Wednesday December 16 (practical details concerning this are provided

elsewhere). Reports may be written in nynorsk, bokmål, riksmål, English or Latin, and

should preferably be text-processed (TeX, LaTeX, Word), but may also be hand-processed.

Give your StudentWeb number on the first page. Write concisely (in der Beschränkung

zeigt sich erst der Meister; brevity is the soul of wit; kratkostь – sestra talanta).

Relevant figures need to be included in the report. Copies of machine programmes used

(in R, or matlab, or similar) are also to be included, perhaps as an appendix to the re-

port. Candidates are required to work on their own (i.e. without cooperation with any

others). They are graciously allowed not to despair should they do not manage to answer

all questions well.

Importantly, each student needs to submit two special extra pages with her or his report.

The first (page A) is the ‘erklæring’ (self-declaration form), properly signed; it is available

at the webpage as ‘Exam Project, page A, declaration form’. The second (page B) is the

student’s one-page summary of the exam project report, which should also contain a brief

self-assessment of its quality.

This exam set contains four exercises and comprises five pages. Note that the STK 9021

students need to answer also Exercise 4, whereas the STK 4021 students can confine their

attention to Exercises 1, 2, 3.

Exercise 1

The intelligence of the creature known as a crowd is the square root of the

number of people in it. Whether this is true or not, here we shall examine a certain

right-skewed square root law for the lives of a certain type of insects, where some tend to

have rather short lives but others survive much longer. Experience from similar studies

makes it plausible that the life-lengths of this new type of insects, when exposed to certain

laboratory conditions, follow a distribution of the form

f(y, θ) =
θ

2
√
y
e−θ

√
y for y > 0, (1)

where θ is an unknown positive parameter.
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(a) Show that f(y, θ) indeed defines a probability density function. Show that its mean

is 2/θ2, and find also its median.

(b) Suppose there are independent observations y1, . . . , yn from the density above. Write

down an expression for the log-likelihood function and find a formula for the maximum

likelihood estimator θ̂. Also find expressions for the exact or approximate distribution

for this estimator, using results from the curriculum.

(c) Assume next that a Gamma prior distribution is elicited for θ, with some parame-

ters (a, b), i.e. of the form {ba/Γ(a)}θa−1 exp(−bθ) for θ positive. Find the posterior

distribution for θ given such observations y1, . . . , yn.

(d) To learn more about the consequences of having a Gamma type prior with the square

root distribution (1), find a formula for the density of y, when y | θ has the density

(1) and θ ∼ Gamma(a, b). Find in particular such a formula for both the density and

the cumulative distribution function of y in the case of (a, b) = (1, 1).

(e) Before carrying out the laboratory experiments, the researchers agree on a prior dis-

tribution for θ, taken to be of the Gamma(a, b) type, with hyper-parameters (a, b)

specified so as to have the mean value for y, i.e. 2/θ2, having 0.20 and 2.00 as its 0.10

and 0.90 quantiles, i.e.

Pr{2/θ2 ≤ 0.20} = 0.10 and Pr{2/θ2 ≤ 2.00} = 0.90.

Find the right Gamma(a, b) prior to match this. – If you do not manage to find (a, b)

precisely, please continue for the following points using (a, b) = (4.0, 4.0) instead.

(f) From the insects studied in the laboratory the lives of twelve were recorded, as follows,

measured in full days (i.e. 1 unit is 24 hours):

0.03 0.15 0.18 0.44 0.58 0.63 1.37 1.91 2.60 3.58 4.10 7.46

Compute both the maximum likelihood estimate and the posterior mean.

(g) In the same graph, display the exact posterior density for θ and the normal approx-

imation afforded by the ‘lazy Bayesian’ strategy. Briefly comment on what you find

here.

(h) After carefully monitoring these twelve insects, the researchers wonder about the life-

length of insect no. thirteen. Give a formula for the predictive density for y13, and

find the 0.10, 0.50, 0.90 quantiles of this distribution (perhaps by simulation).

Exercise 2

The effectiveness of work increases according to geometric progression

if there are no interruptions (claims André Maurois). Here we shall study the simple

distribution counting the number of trials until the first time an event takes place, which

under assumptions of independence and there being a constant probability takes the form

f(y, θ) = (1− θ)y−1θ for y = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (2)

It has mean 1/θ and variance (1− θ)/θ2.
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(a) Suppose a single y is observed from the distribution above. Assume that the proba-

bility parameter θ is unknown but that it follows a Beta distribution with parameters

(a, b), i.e.

p(θ) = p(θ | a, b) = Γ(a+ b)

Γ(a)Γ(b)
θa−1(1− θ)b−1 for θ ∈ (0, 1).

Find the posterior distribution.

(b) For the special case of a uniform prior distribution for θ, find both the posterior

distribution and the marginal (unconditional) distribution for y. If Nature gives you

a coin to flip, with a probability of ‘krone’ drawn from the uniform distribution, what

is the expected number of flips you must conduct until you have a ‘krone’?

(c) Find the Jeffreys prior for this problem, and comment on its posterior distribution.

(d) Since y for given θ has mean 1/θ, a natural estimator for θ is 1/y. Show that the

posterior mean estimator for θ, with a uniform prior, becomes θ̂ = 2/(y+2). Compute

and display the risk functions for these two estimators, the frequentist and the Bayes

estimator, under squared error loss, L(θ, θ̃) = (θ̃ − θ)2. Do these computations nu-

merically (they might be too cumbersome to carry out analytically). For what values

of θ is the Bayes estimator better than the frequentist one?

– We are now considering a dataset y1, . . . , yn, with n = 20 observations assumed to be

independent and distributed according the distribution (2), but with different param-

eters θ1, . . . , θn. The data are as follows (here for convenience re-ordered in sorted

form):

1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 5 6 6 14 15 15 20 75

Our task is to both estimate the twenty individual probability parameters and to

assess their further uncertainty.

(e) Show that with a Beta prior (a, b) for the θi, the Bayes estimators (under squared

error loss) become

θ̂i = θ̂i(a, b) =
a+ 1

a+ b+ yi
for i = 1, . . . , n.

(f) Under this setup, show that the distribution of yi can be written

f(yi) = f(yi | a, b) = a
Γ(a+ b)

Γ(b)

Γ(b+ y − 1)

Γ(a+ b+ y)
for y = 1, 2, 3, . . . .

Attempt to find estimates (â, b̂) for (a, b), and compute the consequent ‘estimated

Bayes estimates’

θ∗i = θ̂i(â, b̂) for i = 1, . . . , n.
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(g) Then undertake a full Bayesian analysis, using a background prior for the hyperpa-

rameters (a, b). For this we shall take a and b independent and flat on [0, 100]. First

simulate pairs (a, b) from the relevant posterior distribution, and give from this values

for the posterior means, posterior standard deviations, and the posterior correlation

between them.

(h) Then use these (a, b) pairs to simulate values from each of p(θi | data). Produce from

these a table with columns

i, yi, ri, θ
∗
i , θi,0.05, θi,0.50, θi,0.95,

where ri = 1/yi is the ‘raw estimate’ from data, and θi,0.05, θi,0.50, θi,0.95 the 0.05, 0.50,

0.95 quantiles from the posterior distribution. You may also attempt to summarise

the information in such a table in a suitable graphical plot.

Exercise 3

The tipping point is that magic moment when an idea, trend, or social behavior

crosses a threshold, tips, and spreads like wildfire (says Malcom Gladwell in his The Tipping

Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference). In the present exercise we are

looking into the task of identifying change-points from data, points at which some aspect

of a probability distribution changes.

(a) Suppose one has independent observations y1, . . . , yn, where y1, . . . , yτ follow density

fL(y) and yτ+1, . . . , yn stem from density fR(y). Assume first that these densities are

known, and that the change-point τ is the only unknown quantity. If τ is given the

flat prior on 1, . . . , n (each position having prior probability 1/n), find an expression

for the posterior distribution π(τ | data).
(b) Implement this scheme, for the case of distributions fL = N(ξL, 1) to the left and

fR = N(ξR, 1) to the right. Carry out a simple simulation, for the case of ξL =

1.1, ξR = 2.2, with n = 100 and with true value τtrue = 66. Display the consequent

posterior distribution π(τ | data). Comment on what you find.

– The following dataset pertains to the number of serious accidents with a certain in-

dustry in England, over a period of 51 years (which we here for convenience simply

number 1, 2, 3, . . . , 51). The British authorities believe there has been a change-point,

where the rate of accidents has changed from one time period to the next.

4 5 3 1 4 4 1 5 5 3 4 2

5 2 2 3 4 2 1 3 2 2 1 1

1 1 3 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 3

1 0 3 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

1 0 0
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(c) The model to use here takes these numbers y1, . . . , yn to be independent Poisson

counts, with rate parameter θL for i ≤ τ and θR for i ≥ τ + 1. Attempt first to find

the maximum likelihood estimates for the three parameters (τ, θL, θR).

(d) We then proceed with a Bayesian analysis. For this take a flat prior for τ on

1, 2, 3, . . . , 51 and independent Gamma distributions (a, b) for θL and θR. Write down

the full distribution for

(τ, θL, θR, y1, . . . , yn),

and use this to find the posterior distribution of (τ, θL, θR). In particular, find and

display the posterior distribution π(τ | data), for the case of (a, b) = (1, 1). Sum up

what this analysis tells you regarding the potential change-point.

(e) In addition to the change-point itself, there is also interest in the degree of change.

Find a way to simulate the posterior distribution of γ = θR/θL, giving in particular a

point estimate and a 90% credibility interval for this relative change parameter.

Exercise 4 – for the PhD students taking STK 9021 only

The number of PhD candidates in the kingdom of Norway has increased with a factor

of about 2.5 over the past fifteen years (from 4123 in 2002 via 7883 in 2008 to 9586 in

2014, actually). This is wondrous.

By the general rules of the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences those taking

the PhD STK 9021 version of this course are required to be examined and evaluated in a

somewhat more extensive manner than those taking the STK 4021 version. We solve this

here by demanding that the STK 9021 candidates work also with the present Exercise 4

(those among the STK 4021 students eager to work with this exercise too are however

welcomed to do so). This exercise is as follows.

I have uploaded Bradley Efron’s 1986 article Why Isn’t Everyone a Bayesian? to

the course website, taken from the American Statistician journal, along with discussion

contributions by Herman Chernoff, Dennis Lindley, Carl Morris, S. James Press, Adrian

Smith, and Efron’s rejoinder. Read through the Efron 1986 paper and ensuing discussion,

and write up a short essay (perhaps two or three pages) where you (a) briefly sum up

just a few points from this discussion and (b) choose one or two of these themes for

further elaboration from your side. You are very much invited to present your own views

as relevant for your own work (ongoing or prospective). I emphasise that you are not

necessarily required to care about all of the details or aspects of the Efron 1986 discussion;

you are instead supposed to find something there concerning Bayes worth discussing further

from your own views or tastes, and of reasonable relevance for the STK 9021 course.
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